OFFICE MEMORANDUM


The undersigned is directed to transfer herewith RTI application dated 30/12/2017 on the above mentioned subject.

2. The information sought by the applicant pertains to your office/department. The same copy of said RTI application is being transferred under Section 6(3) of RTI for providing the information directly to the applicant. In case, the information does not fall under your jurisdiction, it may please be further transferred to the other appropriate Public Authority to which the subject matter is more closely related under intimation to the applicant.

Encl. As above.

(E. Haque)
Scientist ‘C’ & C.P.I.O
National Institute of Ocean Technology, NIOT Campus, Velachery Tem-baram Main Road, Narayana Puram, Pallikaranai, Chennai-601302.

Copy for information to:-
2. Dr. N. Khare, Sct ‘F’ & Transparency Officer, MoES, New Delhi.
3. PPS to JS, MoES, New Delhi.
4. K. Krishnaraj, B.A, LLB, C/O. Meena, No.5, Pavalathmman Koil Street, Malaippattu-Village, Padappai (Post) Sriperumbuthur(Taluk) Kancheepuram District, Tamilnadu. Pin-601301 for further correspondence please contact to C.P.I.O. NIOT.
From
K.Krishnaraj, B.A, LLB,
C/O.Meena,
No.5, Pavalathamman koil street,
Malaippattu – Village,
Padappai (Post),
Sriperumbuthur (Taluk),
Kancheepuram District,
Tamilnadu.
PIN – 601301.

To
The Public Information Officer for RTI,
Ministry of Earth Sciences,
Prithvi Bhavan,
IMD Campus,
Opp. India Habitat Centre,
Lodi road,
New Delhi - 110003.

Respected Sir/Madam,

Subject: Requesting information under RTI-reg.

Requesting information from MoES about the recent advertisement
No.NIOT/E&P/03/Recruitment/2017 Project issued by NIOT an autonomous organization under
control of MoES

(i) Kindly inform in detail about the advertisement for recruitment vide advertisement
No.NIOT/E&P/03/Recruitment/2017 Project is corrected through proper corrigendum or
without issuing corrigendum/ notice. Suppose, if any alteration or addition made, kindly
provide the DoPT/ MoES orders allowing to do correction without notice.

(ii) Please provide the upper age limit for the post of project scientist I and II as per Government
norms with relaxation. As per Government norms, for working Government employees, the age
relaxation is 5 years only. Kindly inform this age relaxation norm is strictly followed or not. Also
kindly detail it about, over and above 5 years, any decision relaxation is taken by MoES and NIOT
beyond the Government norms or not. Please mention the MoES role and responsibilities in
entertaining the practice of allowing relaxation for more than 5 years to NIOT employees that is not
being encouraged or stipulated by Government of India or DoPT.

(iii) Kindly provide the copy of the office memorandum/Note: FN/2016/E&P/Manpower
dated: 23.11.2017
give the details of retired/VRS/ Ex Servicemen employees working in NIOT. Give details of reappointing/fresh appointment procedure adopted in NIOT for appointment of consultant with their emoluments. Also give the merit of appointing consultant for administrative position with the performance, punctuality and other criteria determining their extraordinary requirement that can not fulfilled by existing regular employee in the administrative side. Please the give demerit of utilizing existing regular employee rather preferring consultant.
Please provide the copy of post vacating note for Project Senior Executive in NIOT.

(vi) Please give details about the consultant appointment/approval, if it is an additional requirement of NIOT without vacating Project Senior Executive Post or not.

(vii) Please provide the copy of the reply letter sent to MoES/DoPT/PMO by NIOT for the complaint/grievance submitted by Mr. Rajesh Kannan vide letter dated: 25.9.2017

(viii) Kindly inform that a person/candidate having B.E. electronics and communication with experience in electronics and not having experience related to the advertisement as prescribed for post of project scientist II is eligible for selection to the above said post.

Yours Faithfully,

(K.Krishnaraj)

PS: forward to 810 NSD

SL: Raveen

81/11/18